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A super high performance alkaline 
detergent system. This emulsion powers 
out stains and keeps linens looking bright. 
Contains exceptional water conditioning, 
wetting agents, anti-redeposition ingredients 
and high powered linen brighteners.

Solid Golden Brite Lo Temp
Powell #8567

A solid laundry detergent with a unique 
formula that cleans deep down into 
fibers to lift away soil and condition fabric. 
Cleans and whitens in one easy step and 
combines detergent cleaners, water 
conditioners, and soil suspenders with 
chlorine power to deliver a solid chlorine power to deliver a solid 
performance.

Stage 2 Chlorinated Detergent
Powell #70013

CLARITY is a 100% concentrated solid 
rinse agent that provides the ultimate in 
performance and cost effectiveness for 
low temperature and high temperature 
applications. CLARITY’S sheeting action 
inhibits the formation of water spots and 
is eis effective in all water conditions.

Clarity Rinse DW Solid
Powell #10782

Call us now for a free facility 
audit to see how Powell can help 
improve your warewash and 
laundry needs. 1-800-472-0039

SPARKLE’s sheeting action inhibits formation 
of water spots and speeds up drying of dishes. 
Injected into the final rinse of either high or 
low-temp machines. Excellent performance 
even in tough water conditions. Reduces lime 
scale build-up in the rinse section of the 
dish machine.dish machine. This premium rinse additive 
out-performs all others.

Sparkle Kitchen Rinse Aid
Powell #71687

Designed for use in both low-temp 
and high-temp dish machines. 
Economical to use, RESULT 100 
removes film, residue, and spots, 
leaving dishes crystal clear. 
Excellent hard water tolerance.

Result 100
Powell #71684



Introducing MS2000 the specialist 
battery operated deep scrubbing 
machine with a comfortable, all day 
wear back pack, delivers high torque 
power to the 18cm / 7" scrubbing head 
releasing dirt from deep down while 
you simply clear away dirty residue you simply clear away dirty residue 
leaving surfaces clean and fresh.

MS2000

539.00 Powell Price
599.00 List Price

899.00 Powell Price
995.00 List Price

The Jet’s on board chemical injection 
gives you an incredible deep clean up 
to 3m / 10ft high. Now you can spray 
on demand with precisely the amount 
of chemical you need, when you need 
it. Boasting all the features of the 
MS2000 with added spray functionMS2000 with added spray function
completely removes the need for a 
separate bucket with chemical.

The Jet

Notice: Every effort was made to ensure the accuracy of the information on this sheet. We must, however, reserve 
the right to make corrections of any typographical errors. Allowances are available while quantities last. 
Prices may change due to market conditions.

www.dansofficefurnituresupplies.com

Solutions

The Jet

Disinfectants are key to making buildings healthy, but it’s important to make 
sure that you have the right product to do the job.  Not every disinfectant 
will kill everything lurking on surfaces we all touch hundreds of times per 
day.  Furthermore, when the right disinfectant is chosen for the job, 
remember that the dwell time is crucial for ”killing.”  Disinfectants have to 
remain wet anywhere from 30 seconds to 10 minutes, depending on the 
type of virus or bacteria, in order to kill it. type of virus or bacteria, in order to kill it.  And lastly, when we are trying to 
keep our buildings healthy - the difference between sanitizing and 
disinfecting is that sanitizing decreases the germs, disinfecting kills them.  
Other than around food areas, we will largely suggest disinfection as the 
key to a healthy environment. 

Janitorial Tip 
From Jodi Halker, Powell Sales Specialist

An easier way to 
ship has arrived!

Selection

MS Starter Kit

New!
New!


